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extension springs ; and a displacement transmission unit

capable of transmitting the displacement of the outer drum
outer drum is larger than a specified value . The extension
springs have a preset initial tension .

to the extension springs only when the displacement of the
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WASHING MACHINE

countermeasure through control, a vibration detection unit
and complicated control are needed , resulting in increase of

TECHNICAL FIELD

the cost.
[0008 ]. Therefore , to solve the above -mentioned problems,

[ 0001] The present disclosure relates to a washing
machine capable of suppressing vibration of a washing and

dewatering drum during rotating .

it can consider using a technology described in the following

patent literature 2 . Patent literature 2 discloses the following
structure : a ring is disposed coaxially in such a state that an
outer side of the outer drum of the washing machine has a

BACKGROUND
[ 0002 ] In the past, a well -known washing machine has the

following structure : a cylindrical outer drum with a bottom
is supported in a tank -shaped main body, and a washing and

dewatering drum as an inner drum is rotatably supported at
an inner side of the outer drum (for example, see patent
literature 1).
[0003 ] In this general washing machine, the outer drum is
elastically supported to four portions of the main body
through suspensions composed of springs and hoisting rods
for hanging the outer drum , so that vibration generated
during working is suppressed .
[0004 ] Under a condition of adopting such a structure , a
low - order natural vibration number of a vibration form of

shaking of the outer drum around a rotating shaft of the
washing and dewatering drum occurs at a speed lower than

a rotating speed of the washing and dewatering drum .

clearance , and a leaf spring is arranged on the outer side of

the ring ( see paragraphs 0094 and 0095 , FIG . 19D and FIG .
19E ). In a state ofmoving the leaf spring under a pre -applied

pressure , the leaf spring is maintained by a retainer. If the
displacement is excessive and may not be limited by the
retainer , a high elastic force including the pressure may be

applied .

[00091. Therefore , in the technology described in patent

literature 2 , when the rotating speed of the washing and
dewatering drum is close to the low - order natural vibration

number and the outer drum shakes sharply and is in contact

with the ring, the outer drum is in a state of being supported
elastic force of the leaf spring arranged on the ring , so that
the vibration may be weakened by changing the low - order
natural vibration number.
[0010 ] However, in the above patent literature 2 , in such

by the springs of the suspensions and supported through the

a state that one end of the leaf spring is fixed and is

compressed (moved ) with an applied pressure , the other end

Specifically, an impeller (a stirring wing ) is arranged at a
bottom of the washing and dewatering drum . During dewa
tering, the washing and dewatering drum and the impeller
rotate integrally at a high speed in the outer drum . In a
process of starting rotation of the washing and dewatering
drum and speeding up the rotation , the vibration is tempo
rarily strengthened when the rotating speed of the washing

position adjustment is required in combination with real

and dewatering drum is consistent with the above -mentioned
low -order natural vibration number. With further increase of
the rotating speed of the washing and dewatering drum and
separation from the low - order natural vibration number, the
vibration is weakened , so that the washing machine may
work stably at a set rotating speed .

adjustment is needed , a mechanism for supporting the leaf
spring and a mechanism for supporting the ring become
complicated , and the manufacturing cost is further
increased

[0005 ] However, it can be conceived that under conditions

that washings which are put into the washing and dewatering

of the leaf spring is locked by the retainer, and a part close

to a central part of the leaf spring is abutted against the ring .
It is very difficult to abut the central part with the ring when

both ends of the leaf spring are applied with relative dis

placements and pressure . To realize the abutment, fine
objects , so that the manufacturing cost is increased .
[0011 ] Further, since the above-mentioned fine position

RELATED TECHNICAL LITERATURE

drum are deflected and an unbalance around the rotating
shaft is large, the vibration of the outer drum is strengthened ,

Patent Literature

and particularly under the low -order natural vibration num
ber , the outer drum shakes sharply and is in contact with the

[0012 ] Patent Literature 1: Japanese Laid -Open Patent
Publication No. 2011 -240041
[0013] Patent Literature 2 : Japanese Specifically Permit

interior of the main body . Furthermore , the following poten
tial hazard exists : the entire washing machine generates
large noise and sharp vibration , so that an environment
around an arrangement place of the washing machine is

worsened , and components constituting the washing
m
machine
are damaged.

[0006 ] To suppress the above -mentioned unfavorable con

ditions , it may generally consider reserving a certain clear
ance between the outer drum and the main body to reduce

collision between the outer drum and the main body. More
over, it also may consider controlling to stop rotation or
correct the deflection of the washings if extremely sharp

vibration is detected .
[0007] However, under a condition that the certain clear

ance is reserved between the outer drum and the main body,
the outer drum must be miniaturized relative to the main
body since a large useless space is required inside the main

body . In addition , under a condition of executing a vibration

ted No. 3984630

SUMMARY

Problems to be Solved by the Disclosure
[0014 ] The present disclosure aims to effectively solve

these problems. Specifically , the present disclosure aims to

provide a washing machine which not only may properly
suppress vibration of an outer drum and narrow a clearance

between the outer drum and a main body, but also may be
easier to assemble due to a simple structure , thereby real
izing reduction of the manufacturing cost.

Solution for Solving the Problems
[0015 ] The present disclosure adopts the following solu

tion to achieve the objective.

Jan . 3 , 2019
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[0016 ] The washing machine of the present disclosure
includes : a main body having an internal space ; an outer

drum arranged in the internal space of the main body ; an

inner drum arranged in the outer drum and supported in a
free rotation manner ; a motor disposed on the outer drum

and capable of enabling the inner drum to rotate ; and elastic

supporting units for elastically supporting the outer drum to
the main body. The washing machine includes : extension
springs arranged between the outer drum and the main body

and capable of applying a counteracting force to the outer
drum to enable the outer drum to return to an original

elastomers arranged at the periphery of the outer drum are in

contactwith the interior of the main body , thereby changing

the natural vibration number and weakening the vibration .

[0021 ] Specifically, the natural vibration number of a

vibration form of the shaking of the outer drum is deter
mined by elastic supporting strength (a spring constant) of
the elastic supporting units that support the outer drum . The
outer drum vibrates in a manner of sharp shaking since the
rotating speed is close to the natural vibration number .
Under a condition that the displacement of the outer drum is

position when a displacement of the outer drum is transmit

greater than the specified value , the displacement of the
outer drum is transmitted to the extension springs through

ted to the extension springs , and a displacement transmis

the displacement transmission unit, so that the counteracting

outer drum to the extension springs only when the displace

applied to the outer drum . At this time, since the extension

sion unit capable of transmitting the displacement of the

ment of the outer drum is larger than a specified value . The

force may be generated through the extension springs and

springs are imparted with the initial tension in advance, a

extension springs have a preset initial tension .

high counteracting force may be generated sharply to the

[ 0017 ] In this case, the extension springs include at least

outer drum . Therefore , the natural vibration number may be

one group of spring bodies arranged in a manner ofbeing in

changed through a sharp change of the elastic supporting

axial symmetry about the rotating shaft of the inner drum .

strength of the outer drum , thereby suppressing the vibration

elements . Each spring element includes a spring main body

of the outer drum . The inner drum may be further acceler
a ted to a specified rotating frequency .

one end of each spring element of each spring body is
mounted at a corner part of the main body, and the other end
of each spring element is fixed in a different approximately

may be accelerated to a specified rotating speed , so that

Each spring body is formed by combining a pair of spring

having the preset initial tension and at least one flexible rope
constituting the displacement transmission unit. Preferably ,
tangential direction of the outer drum .

[0018 ] In addition , the washing machine of the present

disclosure includes : a main body having an internal space ;
an outer drum arranged in the internal space of the main

body ; an inner drum arranged in the outer drum and sup -

10022 ] In this way , since the vibration caused by the
natural vibration number of the outer drum may be weak

ened before the amplitude becomes too large, the inner drum

noise and vibration may be prevented , and a phenomenon
that an environment of an arrangement place becomes poor
is suppressed . Then , the extension springs are used as the
elastomers for changing the elastic supporting strength of
the outer drum , so that structures imparted with the initial
tension may be easily realized and are easy to adjust, and the

ported in a free rotation manner ; a motor disposed on the

manufacturing cost may be reduced .

outer drum and capable of enabling the inner drum to rotate ;
and elastic supporting units for elastically supporting the

which a pair of spring elements connected to the tangential

[0023] In addition , according to the present disclosure in

includes: extension springs arranged between the outer drum

direction of the outer drum forms one spring body and at
least one group of spring bodies are disposed around the

force to the outer drum to enable the outer drum to return to

vibration of the outer drum in a rotating direction also may

outer drum to the main body. The washing machine

and the main body and capable of applying a counteracting

rotating shaft , a counteracting force for counteracting the

an original position when a displacement of the outer drum

be applied , so as to enable the inner drum to work more

is transmitted ; a displacement transmission unit capable of
transmitting the displacement of the outer drum to the
extension springs only when the displacement of the outer

stably .

[0024 ] In another aspect, according to the present disclo

sure using the attenuation apparatuses , compared with the

structure only using the extension springs having the initial

drum is large enough to be greater than a specified value ; and
attenuation apparatuses for attenuating the displacement

tension , this structure can further reduce themaximum value

transmitted by the displacement transmission unit. The

of resonance .

extension springs have a preset initial tension .

[0025 ] In this case , according to the present disclosure in
direction of the outer drum forms one spring body and at

[0019 ] In this case , the extension springs include at least

which a pair of spring elements connected to the tangential

having the preset initial tension and at least one flexible rope

least one group of spring bodies are disposed about the
rotating shaft , a counteracting force for counteracting vibra
tion in a rotating direction of the outer drum also may be
applied , so as to enable the inner drum to work more stably .

one group of spring bodies arranged in a manner of being in
axial symmetry about the rotating shaft of the inner drum .
Each spring body is formed by combining a pair of spring
elements. Each spring element includes a spring main body
constituting each displacement transmission unit. Prefer

ably , one end of each spring element of each spring body is

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

of each spring element is fixed in a different approximately

[0026 ] FIG . 1 is a longitudinal section view illustrating a
washing machine according to a first embodiment of the

mounted at a corner part of themain body, and the other end

tangential direction of the outer drum .

Effects of the Disclosure
[0020] According to the present disclosure described
above, when the motor enables the inner drum to rotate , and

the outer drum shakes sharply since the rotating speed is
close to a natural vibration number of the outer drum ,

present disclosure ;
100271 FIG . 2 is a view of a cross section of FIG . 1 along
A -A ;

[0028 ] FIG . 3 is a diagram illustrating an initial tension of
the same washing machine ;
(0029] FIG . 4 is a diagram schematically illustrating a
force applied to an outer drum of the samewashing machine;

US 2019 /0003099 A1
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[0030 ] FIG . 5 is a diagram illustrating a relationship
between
the force applied to the same outer drum and a
displacement;

of the side plates 21 to 21, and has the approximately cubic
internal space 2a encircled by these plates.

[0031] FIG . 6 is a longitudinal section view illustrating a

ofmetal plates. The upper plate 23 is made of resin . Feet 22a

washing machine according to a second embodiment of the

present disclosure ;

0032] FIG . 7 is a longitudinal section view illustrating a
state after the outer drum moves from a state in FIG . 6 in a
horizontal direction ;

[0033] FIG . 8 is a view of a cross section of FIG . 6 along
A -A ;
[0034 ] FIG . 9 is a diagram illustrating spring elements
used in the same washing machine;
10035 ] FIG . 10 is a longitudinal section view illustrating a

washing machine according to a third embodiment of the

present disclosure ;

[0036 ] FIG . 11 is a view of a cross section of FIG . 10 along
A -A ;

[0048 ] The side plates 21 and the lower plate 22 are made
to 22a for placing the main body 2 on the ground are

arranged at positions close to four corners of a lower surface

of the lower plate 22 . The above -mentioned upper plate 23

is provided with an approximately circular opening 23a for
putting washings into and taking the washings out of the

washing and dewatering drum 4 . In addition , the upper plate
so that the outer drum 3 may be easily arranged into the
internal space 2a of the main body 2 . In addition , the upper
plate 23 may be integrated with an operation panel for
operating the washing machine 1.
[00491. The outer drum 3 is made of synthetic resin with
heat resisting property , and is a bottomed cylindrical com
23 may bemounted on and detached from the side plates 21 ,

ponent provided with a bottom plate 31 which is approxi

100371. FIG . 12 is a diagram illustrating a state after part of
a strip -shaped body removed from a state in FIG . 11 is
simplified ;
[ 0038 ] FIG . 13 is a diagram illustrating a state that the
outer drum moves from a state in FIG . 12 in a horizontal
direction ;

mately circular when seen from the top and a side plate 32

washing machine according to a fourth embodiment of the
present disclosure ;

metal, and is a bottomed cylindrical component provided
with a bottom plate 41 which is approximately circular when

[0040 ] FIG . 15 is a longitudinal section view illustrating a

of the bottom plate 41 . The washing and dewatering drum 4

[ 0039 ] FIG . 14 is a longitudinal section view illustrating a

washing machine according to a fifth embodiment of the
present disclosure ;

[0041 ] FIG . 16 is a view of a cross section of FIG . 15
[0042 ] FIG . 17 is a longitudinal section view illustrating a
state after the outer drum moves from a state in FIG . 16
towards a rotating direction ; and
[0043 ] FIG . 18 is a diagram illustrating a pressurization
setting unit for imparting the initial tension .
DETAILED DESCRIPTION
[0044 ] Embodiments of the present disclosure are
described below with reference to drawings.
First Embodiment
[0045 ] FIG . 1 is a longitudinal section view illustrating a
washing machine 1 according to a first embodiment of the
present disclosure . FIG . 2 ( a ) is a sectional view of a position
A - A in FIG . 1. FIG . 1 illustrates a cross section of a position
B - B (namely a diagonal position ) in FIG . 2 (a ). In addition ,
along A - A ;

FIG . 2 ( b ), as described below , illustrates a state after an
outer drum 3 moves . FIG . 1 and FIG . 2 show general
structures of a washingmachine 1 , and portions irrelevant to

the present disclosure are omitted . Then , in FIG . 2 , elastic

supporting units 5 , as described below , in FIG . 1 are omitted .
[ 0046 ). The washing machine 1 includes : a main body 2 , an

outer drum 3 , a washing and dewatering drum 4 used as an

erected from the edge of the bottom plate 31 . The outer drum
3 is hung in the internal space 2a of the main body through
the elastic supporting units 5 . Four positions of the lower

part of the side plate 32 are provided with clamping parts 33

for mounting the elastic supporting units 5 .

[0050 ] The washing and dewatering drum 4 is made of

seen from the top and a side plate 42 erected from the edge
in the outer drum 3 is coaxial with the outer drum 3 , and is

supported by the outer drum 3 in a free rotation manner. The
side plate 42 and the bottom plate 41 are provided with a

plurality of openings (not shown ), and water in the washing
and dewatering drum 4 may be drained through the open

ings.
[0051] The washing and dewatering drum 4 rotates in such
a manner that a motor 34 enables a driving shaft 35

extending towards an upper surface side of the bottom plate

31 to rotate. In addition , the motor 34 also provides a driving
force for an impeller ( a stirring wing) 43 arranged in a center
of the bottom plate 41 of the washing and dewatering drum
4 via a transmission unit (not shown) to enable the impeller

43 to rotate . Therefore , the washing machine 1 may mainly

enable only the impeller 43 to rotate during washing , and

enable the washing and dewatering drum 4 and the impeller
43 to rotate integrally at a high speed during dewatering .

[0052] A rotating center of the impeller 43 and a rotating
center of the washing and dewatering drum 4 are designed

to be the same rotating shaft Ra arranged along a vertical
direction . It should be noted that the rotating shaft Ra also

penetrates through the center of the bottom plate 41 of the
washing and dewatering drum 4 and the center of the bottom
plate 31 of the outer drum 3 .
10053 ]. The elastic supporting units 5 to 5 are used to hang
the outer drum 3 . In the present embodiment, four elastic

supporting units 5 to 5 are arranged , each being composed
of a hoisting rod 51 and a suspension 52 mounted at the top

inner drum , and elastic supporting units 5 to 5 .
10047 ). The main body 2 has an internal space 2a. The
internal space is in an approximately cuboid shape enclosed
by a lower plate 22 which is approximately square when

with an outer pipe 53 and a compression spring 54 arranged

seen from the top , side plates 21 to 21 which are erected

FIG . 2 ) of the upper part of the internal space 2a of the main

from an edge part of the lower plate 22 and form four
surfaces, and an upper plate 23 connected with upper parts

end of the hoisting rod 51. The suspension 52 is provided

in the outer pipe 53 . Hoisting rod mounting parts 24 to 24

are respectively arranged at four corners 2al to 2al (see

body 2 . Basal end sides of the hoisting rods 51 are mounted
on the hoisting rod mounting parts 24 to 24 . Then , the outer
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pipes 53 of the suspensions 52 are clamped with the clamp

[0059] The displacement transmission unit 8 is composed
of an annular vibration limitingmember 81 and four flexible

in the internal space 2a through the four elastic supporting
units 5 to 5 .

81. The vibration limiting member 81 may bemade ofmetal
or resin . The flexible ropes 82 are composed of ropes made
of metal difficult to extend and retract. Due to the flexibility ,

ing parts 33 in a manner of being hung on the clamping parts
33 of the outer drum 3 . In this way, the outer drum 3 is hung

[0054 ] The compression spring 54 of each elastic support
ing unit 5 elastically supports the outer drum 3 when

compressed to generate a counteracting force by the weight
of the outer drum 3 and absorb a displacement. Then , the

four elastic supporting units 5 to 5 respectively hang the

outer drum 3 slantways, so as to jointly exert an effect of
enabling a direction of the outer drum 3 located in the center
of the main body 2 to be kept balanced .
[0055 ] Namely , the elastic supporting units 5 not only may

ropes 82 to 82 for supporting the vibration limiting member

force transmission only occurs in an extension direction , and

basically does not occur in a compression direction .

10060 ] The flexible ropes 82 to 82 are arranged between
positions close to the upper part of the outer drum 3 and the

corner parts 2al. One end of each of the flexible ropes 82 to

82 is connected with respective one of four parts of the

vibration limiting member 81, and the other end of each of
the flexible ropes 82 to 82 is connected with respective one

generate elasticity of the compression springs 54 of the

of the extension springs 6 to 6 . Then , all the extension

enabling the hung outer drum 3 to return to the center like

of the main body 2 . Therefore, the vibration limiting mem
ber 81 is supported by the four corners (the corner parts 2al
to 2al) of the main body 2 through the extension springs 6

suspensions 52, but also may generate resilience for
a vibrator according to a position relation . Therefore , under
a condition that the outer drum 3 has a displacement from

springs 6 to 6 are connected with the corner parts 2a1 to 2al

the central position , the outer drum 3 obtains the resilience

to 6 and the flexible ropes 82 to 82 . The vibration limiting
member 81 at a position close to the upper part of the outer

porting units 5 , and returns to the central position of the main

drum 3 is coaxial with the outer drum 3 . An approximately

[0056 ] Here , as mentioned above , through the use of the

member 81 and the peripheral surface 32a of the outer drum

to a vibration form of shaking ofthe outer drum 3 around the

spring 6 . Specifically , the extension spring 6 uses an exten

corresponding to the displacement through the elastic sup

body 2 through the resilience .

elastic supporting units 5 to elastically support the outer
drum 3 , a low -order natural vibration number corresponding
rotating shaft Ra appears in an extremely low rotating speed

region at about 2 to 3 Hz. Such a phenomenon that the

washing and dewatering drum 4 and the impeller 43 rotate
together at the high speed may cause the vibration most

easily in the washing machine 1 . Although the washing and
dewatering drum 4 and the impeller 43 rotate at a specified

equal clearance E is formed between the vibration limiting
3 in a manner of traversing the whole circumference .

[0061] FIG . 3 is a sectional view illustrating an extension

sion coil type spring member 60x made of a metal wire in a
spring main body 60, so that FIG . 3 (a ) illustrates a situation

that the spring member 60x of the spring main body 60 of the

extension spring 6 is in a state having a natural length L . In
this figure, the arrow Fp represents a preset initial tension of

the spring member. In addition , the arrow Fb in FIG . 3 (b )

sharply in a manner of shaking around the rotating shaft Ra

represents a situation where a drawing force equal to the
initial tension Fp is applied, and the arrow Fc in FIG . 3 ( c )
represents a situation where a drawing force exceeding the

the rotating speed of the washing and dewatering drum 4 is
consistent with or close to the low -order natural vibration

initial force Fp , and may start to extend as shown in FIG .

operating speed which is high enough relative to the low

order natural vibration number , the outer drum 3 may vibrate

within a period from the start to acceleration or within a
period of slowing down the operation under a condition that

number. Then , under a condition that the washings put into

the washing and dewatering drum 4 are deflected , the

washing and dewatering drum 4 comes to an unbalanced

state around the rotating shaft Ra and an excitation force is
increased , so that the vibration of the outer drum 3 is further
strengthened .
[0057]. Therefore , to suppress the vibration of the outer
drum 3 to a smaller degree , as shown in FIG . 1 and FIG .
2 ( a ), the washing machine 1 of the present embodiment

further includes: four extension springs 6 to 6 which apply

a counteracting force to the outer drum 3 to enable the outer
drum 3 to return to an original position since the displace
ment of the outer drum 3 is transmitted to the extension

springs, and are imparted with an initial tension to achieve

the above -mentioned objective ; and a displacement trans

mission unit 8 capable of transmitting the displacement of

the outer drum 3 to the extension springs 6 only when the
displacement of the outer drum 3 is larger than a specified
value .

[0058 ] As disposed at the corner parts 2al, which are often
useless spaces, of themain body 2 , all the extension springs
6 to 6 have functions of suppressing the vibration, and also
may suppress enlargement of the entire apparatus.

initial tension Fp is applied . The extension spring 6 may not
extend from the natural length L as shown in FIG . 3 (a ) and
FIG . 3 (b ) only if the drawing force does not exceed the

3 (c ) if the drawing force Fc exceeding the initial tension Fp
is applied .
[0062] Both ends of the spring main body 60 constituting
the extension spring 6 are provided with mounting parts 60b

through spring retaining portions 71 , and the mounting parts
60b are connected with at least one flexible rope 82 consti
tuting the displacement transmission unit 8 as shown in FIG .
1 , so as to form a “ spring element” 6A to exert the function .
The flexible rope 82 also may be connected to both sides.

The same applies for the followings.
[0063 ] One side of each spring retaining portion 71 is

connected with the outer drum 3 by using the above
mentioned flexible rope 82 mounted on one mounting part
60b (see FIG . 2 ), and the other side of each spring retaining

portion 71 is mounted on each corner part 2al of the main
body 2 by using the other mounting part 60b (see FIG . 2 ) .
Therefore, as shown in FIG . 2 , the vibration limiting mem
ber 81 is supported by the four corners (the corner parts 2al
to 2al) of the main body 2 through the spring elements 6A .

[0064 ] In this way, the vibration limiting member 81 is
supported through the four spring elements 6A to 6A having

the initial tension . At this time, since lengths of all the

flexible ropes 82 are a little excessive , the extension springs
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6 to 6 still may not extend even in the state of supporting the

vibration limiting member 81.
[ 0065 ] In FIG . 2 ( a ), as mentioned above , since the vibra
tion limiting member 81 is arranged in a manner of keeping
the clearance E from the periphery of the outer drum 3 , when
the outer drum 3 has a displacement greater than the
clearance E towards a horizontal direction ( a lower right
direction in the example in the figure ) as shown in FIG . 2 ( b ),
a peripheral surface 32a of the outer drum 3 is abutted
against the vibration limiting member 81. At this time, the
displacement of the outer drum 3 is transmitted to the
extension spring 6 located on the side ( the upper left side in
the example in the figure ) opposed to the displacement
direction of the outer drum 3 through the vibration limiting
member 81 and the flexible rope 82 which constitute the
displacement transmission unit 8 . It should be noted that
although the looseness of the flexible rope 82 mounted

opposed to this flexible rope 82 is increased , no force would
be applied to the connected extension spring 6 .

[ 0066 ] Even under a condition that the spring main body

60 of the extension spring 6 has a slight extension exceeding
the natural length since the displacement of the outer drum
3 is transmitted to the spring main body 60 , within this

range , the force which is applied to the spring main body 60
of the extension spring 6 and is equal to the initial tension
Fp 6 also may act on the both ends of the extension spring

6 , and the force for pulling the outer drum 3 back to the

original position may be applied to the outer drum 3 through

the vibration limiting member 81.

[0067 ] FIG . 4 (a ) and FIG . 4 (6 ) are diagrams schematically

illustrating the structure of the washing machines 1 accord
ing to the present embodiment. The force acting on the outer

drum 3 of the washing machine 1 is described below with
reference to FIG . 1 , FIG . 4 (a ) and FIG . 4 (b ).

[ 0068 ] Firstly, the outer drum 3 is hung through the
above-mentioned four elastic supporting units 5 to 5 , so that
resilience kxe capable of enabling the outer drum 3 to return
to the center is generated in correspondence to a displace
mente from the center. Here , k is a spring constant when the
resilience from the elastic supporting units 5 to 5 to the

central direction is considered as the elastic force ( see FIG .
4 ( a )) . The spring constant k also may be the elastic sup

porting strength elastically supporting the outer drum 3 .
( 0069 ] Then , under conditions that the mass of the outer

drum 3 is set to be M , and the outer drum 3 does shaking
motion around a rotating center Cr which is far away from
the center -of- gravity Cg at a distance (displacement ) e , an

inertia force MXw²xe (a centrifugal force ) towards an outer

diameter direction is generated . Here, w is an angular
frequency of the outer drum 3 during shaking , and is equal
to an angular frequency w of the washing and dewatering
drum 4 during rotating. In addition , an unbalance of a
rotating portion , which is the washing and dewatering drum
4 ( see FIG . 2 ) , inside the outer drum 3 is set to be Am , and

a distance from the rotating center Cr is set to be r, so that

the inertia force (the centrifugal force ) generated by the

unbalance is Amxrxw ? .

[0070 ] Therefore , under a condition of considering a force

balance according to these situations, a relation as shown in

the following formula is obtained .
Formula ( 1)
Mxwxe+ Amxrxm2 =kxe
[0071] The above formula is transformed to obtain the
following formula .
Formula ( 2 )
e = Amxrxw2/Mxm2-k

[0072 ] According to Formula (2 ), under a condition of
reaching a rotating speed that satisfies Mxwa -k = 0 , the
displacement e reaches a maximal value , i. e ., a resonance

state with increased vibration is realized .

[0073] Then , if a force generated on the left of Formula (1 )

is set to be an inertia force Fi, and an elastic force generated

on the right side of the equal sign is set to be Fk, the
following formulas are obtained :
Fi= Mxw?xe +Amxrxw2
Fk = kxe

Formula (3 )
Formula (4 )

[0074 ] FIG . 5 is a chart illustrating the above formulas by
and setting a vibration force F including the inertia force Fi
and the elastic force Fk to be a longitudinal axis . Straight

setting amplitude (displacement) e to be a horizontal axis
lines L1 to L10 as shown in the figure are inertia charac

teristic straight lines representing a relation of Formula ( 3 ) .

The straight line La is an elastic characteristic straight line
representing a relation of Formula (4 ). Intersections of the
straight lines represent the amplitude (displacement) e and
the vibration force F at the angular frequency w .
[0075 ] For the inertia characteristic straight lines L1 to
L10, slopes thereof are in direct proportion to the square of
the angular frequency w , and intercepts (intersections) of the
inertia characteristic straight lines and the transverse axis are

expressed by Amxr/M . The inertia characteristic straight
lines L1 to L10 are respectively straight lines recorded in a
manner of having different angular frequencies w , thereby
showing a situation that relations between the amplitude e as
shown by the straight lines L1, L2, L3, . . . , L10 and the
inertia force Fi are changed with the increase of the angular
frequency W . Therefore , the intersection of each of the
inertia characteristic straight lines L1 to L10 and the elastic
characteristic straight line La represents the relation between
the amplitude e of each angular frequency w and the

vibration force F.
[0076 ] Under a condition of considering a period of start
ing the washing and dewatering drum 4 (see FIG . 1) and
gradually increasing the angular frequency w , the amplitude
e and the vibration force F have the following changes .
[0077] Firstly, under a condition that the angular fre
quency is the angular frequency w corresponding to the
inertia straight line L1, an amplitude e and a vibration force
F which correspond to an intersection P1 of the inertia
characteristic straight line L1 and the elastic characteristic

straight line La are generated . Under a condition that the
angular frequency w is increased to an angular frequency

corresponding to the inertia characteristic straight line L2 , an
amplitude e and a vibration force F which correspond to an
intersection P2 of the inertia characteristic straight line L2
and the elastic characteristic straight line La are generated .

Then , under a condition that the angular frequency w is

increased to an angular frequency corresponding to the
inertia characteristic straight line L3, an amplitude e and a

vibration force F which correspond to an intersection P3 of
the inertia characteristic straight line L3 and the elastic
characteristic straight line La are generated . Under a con
dition that the angular frequency w is further increased from
this state into a state which will be turned to the inertia

straight line L4, an amplitude e corresponding to an inter
section of the inertia straight line L4 and the inertia char

acteristic straight line La is extremely large.
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[0078 ] However, as mentioned above, in the present
embodiment, the vibration limiting member 81 constituting

the displacement transmission unit 8 is arranged in the

clearance E between the outer drum 3 and the main body 2 ,
and the vibration limiting member 81 is connected with the

main body 2 through the flexible ropes 82 and the extension
springs 6 , so that the outer drum 3 may be pulled back to the
central direction with a larger force under the action of the

extension springs 6 . At this time, since the extension springs

6 are pre - imparted with the initial tension Fp, a force equal
to the initial tension Fp may be additionally applied and act
on the outer drum 3 in case of slight extension. Namely,

under a condition that the outer drum 3 vibrates sharply and
moves a distance larger than the clearance E , a relatively

large elastic force is generated dramatically due to the initial

tension Fp , and the spring constant k is increased . Namely ,
in a region where the amplitude e is greater than the
clearance E , the elastic characteristic straight line La
migrates to an elastic characteristic straight line Lb having
a larger slope.

10079 ). Therefore , the amplitude e is reduced dramatically
if the amplitude and the vibration force are changed into an

amplitude e and a vibration force F which correspond to an

intersection P4 of the inertia straight line L4 and the elastic
characteristic straight line Lb . It represents that the low

to enable the low -order natural vibration number to be
increased , so that the vibration may be weakened . Then , the

low -order natural vibration number returns to the original

state under a condition that the amplitude e is less than the
clearance E , but the rotating speed of the washing and
dewatering drum 4 may be increased to be far away from the

low -order natural vibration number, so that strengthening of

the vibration may be suppressed .
10083 ). Therefore , the vibration and the noise may be
suppressed to a relatively low degree , and the environment

around the arrangement place of the washing machine 1 may

be improved . Then , even if the clearance between the main
body 2 and the outer drum 3 is set to be small , damage to the
main body 2 and the outer drum 3 due to fierce collision

caused by the vibration also can be prevented , so that the
main body 2 may be miniaturized relative to the outer drum
3 to miniaturize the washing machine 1 . In addition , under

a condition of maintaining the size of the main body 2 and
making the outer drum 3 large in size , the washing capacity
may be increased without changing the size of the entire
washing machine 1 .

[0084 ] Furthermore , when the displacement of the outer
drum 3 is increased , the extension springs 6 , in addition to
the elastic supporting units 5 to 5 , used for obtaining the

order natural vibration number of the outer drum 3 is

resilience capable of enabling the outer drum 3 to return to
the central direction , make use of the initial tension of the

under the action of the extension springs 6 , so that the

spring main bodies 60 , so that the initial tension is easy to
controlwithout using components except for the spring main
bodies. Then , since the vibration limiting member 81 is

changed and has a deflection from the angular frequency w

vibration is weakened .
[ 0080 ] The low -order natural vibration number of the

outer drum 3 may return to the original state again as the

amplitude e is less than the clearance E , but the angular

frequency w becomes greater than the low - order natural

connected with the spring elements 6A , the assemble may be

easier in a state of not allowing the spring members of the
extension springs 6 to extend beyond the natural lengths.
[0085] Furthermore, since the vibration limiting member

vibration number at this time, and may maintain a state of a
small amplitude e in case of no resonance occurrence .
Namely, even if the angular frequency w is increased to be
corresponding to intersections P5 and P6 of inertia straight
lines , such as the inertia straight lines L5 and L6 , and the
elastic characteristic straight line La, the amplitude e may

81 has an annular shape , even if the outer drum 3 has a

not exceed the clearance E , and is maintained at a relatively

strength of the outer drum 3 may be changed to be deviated

low level.

[0081] It should be noted that the elastic characteristic
straight line Lb is not required to pass through the original
point as long as the elastic characteristic straight line Lb may

represents a relation that the spring constant k is increased

dramatically . Namely , an extension amount AL and the size

of the clearance E ( see FIG . 2 ) during application of the

initial tension Fp may be properly changed only if the initial
[0082] As mentioned above , the vibration limiting mem
ber 81 constituting the displacement transmission unit 8 is
arranged in the clearance E between the outer drum 3 and the
tension Fp is large enough.

main body 2 , and the vibration limiting member 81 is

displacement towards any direction intersected with the
rotating shaft Ra , the outer drum 3 may be in contact with
the vibration limiting member 81 and move because a

displacement amount towards the horizontal direction
exceeds the clearance E . Therefore, the elastic supporting

from the natural vibration number under the action of one
extension spring 6 or the plurality of extension springs 6 to

6 opposed to the displacement direction.
[0086 ] It should be noted that in the present embodiment,
the spring main body 60 of each extension spring 6 adopts
the structure only using the springmember 60x as shown in
FIG . 3 . However, instead of the spring main body 60, a
spring main body 60 provided with an attenuation apparatus
60y described below according to FIG . 9 or a spring main
body 60 provided with a limiting shaft body 72 described
below according to FIG . 8 also may be adopted .
Second Embodiment

connected with the main body 2 through the flexible ropes
82 and the extension springs 6 , so that the outer drum 3 is
abutted against the vibration limiting member 81 under a

mentioned first embodiment is a longitudinal section view

condition that the angular frequency w , namely the rotating

illustrating a washing machine 201 according to a second

speed, is close to the low -order natural vibration number of
the outer drum 3 and the amplitude e is greater than the
clearance E within a period when the washing and dewa-

embodiment of the present disclosure. FIG . 7 is a diagram
illustrating a state after the outer drum 3 has a displacement
in a horizontal direction . Then , FIG . 8 (a ) and FIG . 8 (6 )
respectively correspond to FIG . 2 ( a ) and FIG . 2 ( b ) of the
above-mentioned first embodiment. Namely, FIG . 8 (a ) is a
sectional view of a position A - A in FIG . 6 . FIG . 6 is a

tering drum 4 is enabled to rotate and accelerated to a

specified rotating speed . The extension springs 6 connected
with the vibration limiting member 81 through the flexible

ropes 82 extend by a tension exceeding the initial tension Fp

[0087 ] FIG . 6 corresponding to FIG . 1 of the above

sectional view of a position B - B in FIG . 8(a ).
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[0088] The washing machines 201 as shown in FIG . 6 and

FIG . 8 (a ) are all the same as the washing machine 1

[0093] Through the adoption of the above -mentioned

structure , firstly , like the basic action of the first embodi

described in the first embodiment ( FIG . 1 to FIG . 5 ) except
for structures described below , so that same reference
numerals are provided for the same parts , and descriptions
are omitted .
[0089 ] The washing machine 201 is not provided with a
member equivalent to the vibration limiting member 81 ( see

ment, under conditions that the outer drum 3 shakes sharply

sion unit 208 is composed of four flexible ropes 282 to 282 .

porting strength of the outer drum 3 is changed dramatically
to enable the natural vibration number to be deviated and

FIG . 1 ) of the first embodiment . A displacement transmis

Furthermore , one end of each of the flexible ropes 282 to 282
is arranged between a position close to the upper part of the
outer drum 3 and a corner part 2al , and is provided with one
of fixing members 236 to 236 integrally arranged at one of
four positions of the upper part of the peripheral surface 32a
of the side plate 32 of the outer drum 3 . The flexible ropes
282 to 282 are composed of ropes made of metal difficult to
extend and retract, and have flexibility , so that force trans

mission only occurs in an extension direction , and basically

and the displacement e is greater than the specified value, the
displacement is transmitted to the extension spring 6 through
the flexible rope 282 constituting the displacement trans

mission unit 208, and the extension spring 6 may apply a
force to the outer drum 3 to pull the outer drum 3 back
towards a direction opposed to the displacement. Therefore ,
like the situation of the first embodiment, the elastic sup

weaken the vibration .

10094 ) Then , since the displacement transmission unit 208
is composed of the flexible rope 282, the structure may be
simplified relative to the first embodiment and the manu

facturing cost is reduced .
[0095 ] In addition , the function of the attenuation appa

ratus 60y also contributes to suppressing the vibration .

does not occur in a compression direction .

Namely , according to FIG . 5 , as mentioned above, after the

[0090 ] Then , the other ends of the flexible ropes 282 to
282 are connected with the main body 2 through the exten
sion springs 6 as shown in FIG . 9 . The spring main body 60
including a spring member 60x having a preset initial

manner of P1 to P2 to P3 , under a condition that the outer

tension of each extension spring 6 is connected with at least
one flexible rope 282 constituting the displacement trans

intersection of the inertia characteristic straight line L1 and
the elastic characteristic straight line La migrates in a
drum 3 vibrates sharply and moves for a distance larger than
the clearance E , the amplitude e and the vibrating force F
exert a relatively large elastic force due to the initial tension

Fp , and the spring constant k is increased , so that in a region

mission unit, so as to form a “ spring element” 206A to exert

that the amplitude e is greater than the clearance E , the

ropes 282 to 282 are excessive , the extension springs 6 to 6

characteristic straight line Lb having a larger slope.

[0091 ] The extension spring as shown in (a ) of the same

are changed into an amplitude e and a vibration force F

the function . At this time, since lengths of all the flexible

still may not extend beyond the natural lengths.

figure is as follows: the attenuation apparatus 60y is inte
grally assembled in a sleeve pipe 61 of the spring main body

60 . The attenuation apparatus 60y is an oil damper type
apparatus formed in a manner of enabling a piston 62b to do
reciprocating motion in a cylinder chamber 62a . One end of

the spring member 60x is connected with a mounting part
60b outside the sleeve pipe, and the other end of a piston rod

62c constituting the attenuation apparatus 60y is connected
with the mounting part 60b outside the sleeve pipe 61. The

other end of the spring member 60x is connected with one
end of the piston rod 62c through an internal connecting

portion 60a . Furthermore , the spring element 206A com

posed of the spring main body 60 of this structure and the
flexible rope 282 is connected between the main body 2 and

the outer drum 3 to attenuate a displacement transmitted
through the flexible rope 282 used as the displacement
transmission unit.

elastic characteristic straight line La migrates to an elastic
10096 ] Therefore , the amplitude and the vibration force

which correspond to an intersection P4 of the inertia straight

line L4 and the elastic characteristic straight line Lb , and the
amplitude e is reduced dramatically . It represents that the

low -order natural vibration number of the outer drum 3 is

changed and has a deflection from the angular frequency w

under the action of the extension springs 6 , so that the
vibration is weakened .

[0097 ] At this time, since the attenuation apparatuses 60y
work at the same time to enable the vibration to become

attenuated vibration , and the maximum value of resonance
is reduced , the actual vibration amplitude is further reduced ,
and excessive shaking of the outer drum 3 may be further
suppressed in advance .
10098 ] It should be noted that in the present embodiment,
although the extension spring adopts the structure as shown
in FIG . 9 ( a ), such a structure described below according to
FIG . 9 ( b ) that the flexible rope 282 is arranged in the sleeve

[0092 ] FIG . 7 and FIG . 8 (b ) illustrate a state that the outer

pipe of the spring main body 60 , and such a structure that

intersected with the rotating shaft Ra . When the displace

according to FIG . 3 also may be adopted . Or, such a
structure that the initial tension is set by using a pressuriza

drum 3 moves from the above -mentioned state to a direction

ment e of the outer drum 3 towards the horizontal direction

is increased to be greater than a preset specified value, the
flexible rope 282 opposed to the displacement direction is
tightened to transmit the displacement of the outer drum 3 to

the extension spring 6 . At this time, the looseness of the

flexible rope 282 opposed to the tightened flexible rope 282
is increased , but no force would be applied to the outer drum
3 . It should be noted that, in order to transmit the displace
ment of the outer drum 3 to the extension spring 6 through
the tightened flexible rope 282 , the specified value used as
a necessary displacement amount is equivalent to the clear
ance E of the first embodiment (see FIG . 2 ).

only the initial tension of the spring member 60x is used

tion setting unit 7 described below according to FIG . 18 also

may be adopted .

Third Embodiment
[0099 ] FIG . 10 corresponding to FIG . 1 of the first
embodiment is a longitudinal section view illustrating a
washing machine 301 according to a third embodiment of
the present disclosure . Then , FIG . 11 corresponds to FIG .
2 (a ) of the first embodiment. Namely , FIG . 11 is a sectional

view of a position A - A in FIG . 10 . FIG . 10 is a sectional
view of a position B - B in FIG . 11 .
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[0100 ] Since the washing machines 301 as shown in FIG .

10 and FIG . 11 are the same as the washing machine 1
described in the first embodiment (FIG . 1 to FIG . 5 ) except

for structures described below , same reference numerals are

provided for the same parts , and descriptions are omitted . It
should be noted that FIG . 10 is a diagram that omits one part

of a displacement transmission unit 308 described below .
[0101] The washing machine 301 is not provided with a

member equivalent to the vibration limiting member 81 (see
FIG . 1 ) of the first embodiment. The displacement trans

mission unit 308 is composed of strip - shaped bodies 381 to
381. Four spring main bodies 60 constituting the extension

[0107 ] Under a condition that the extension spring 6

slightly extends based on the natural length , and the relative
positions of the mounting parts 60b at both ends have a
displacement, forces equal to the initial tension Fp may be

additionally applied to the strip -shaped bodies 381 and 381 .
[0108 ] Through the adoption of the above -mentioned
structure , under a condition that the outer drum 3 shakes
sharply and has a displacement amount greater than the
specified value, the displacement is transmitted to the exten
sion spring 6 through the strip -shaped body 381 constituting
the displacement transmission unit 308 , and the extension

springs 6 to 6 are arranged at the periphery of the outer drum
3 . The spring main bodies 60 here are described by only

spring 6 may apply a force to the outer drum 3 to pull the
outer drum 3 back towards a direction opposed to the
displacement. Due to the four groups of strip - shaped bodies

bodies provided with the spring members 60x and the

arranged around the outer drum 3 serving as a center, no
matter what direction the outer drum 3 moves, the displace

adopting the spring main bodies of the spring members 60x
having an initial tension as shown in FIG . 3 , but spring main
attenuation apparatuses 60y as shown in FIG . 9 ( a ) also may

be adopted . Any spring main body is acceptable . Both ends
of the spring main bodies 60 constituting these extension
springs 6 to 6 are respectively connected with the flexible
strip -shaped bodies 381 , so as to form spring elements

206A .

[0102] FIG . 12 (a ) is a diagram of a simplified represen
tation only having one extension spring 6 arranged on the
washing machine 301 as shown in FIG . 11 . In addition , FIG .

12(b ) is a diagram illustrating the periphery of the extension
spring 6 as shown in FIG . 11 (a ) in an amplified manner.
[0103 ] As shown in FIG . 12 (a ) and FIG . 12 (b ), the exten
sion spring 6 is arranged on a base 336 of the peripheral
surface 32a of the outer drum 3 , so as to be limited in the
up -down direction . Both ends of the extension spring 6 are
respectively connected with one end of the strip -shaped

body 381 and one end of another strip -shaped body 381. The

other ends of the strip -shaped bodies 381 are fixed at the
corner parts 2al of the main body 2 .
[0104 ] The extension spring 6 and the strip -shaped bodies

381 connected in series with the extension spring 6 are long
enough , and have a specified clearance from the peripheral
surface 32a of the outer drum 3 to cover about one third of

the periphery of the outer drum 3 . In this state , the extension

spring 6 may not extend beyond the natural length .

[0105 ] It should be noted that one third of the outer drum
3 is not always covered by the extension spring 6 and the

strip -shaped bodies 381 and 381 connected in series with the
extension spring 6 as long as limitation to all directions
orthogonal to the rotating shaft Ra is completed through all

the extension springs 6 to 6 (see FIG . 11 ).
[0106 ] FIG . 13(a ) and FIG . 13 (b ) are diagrams illustrating
a state that the outer drum 3 moves from the above

mentioned state towards a direction (which is a lower left

direction in the figure ) intersected with the rotating shaft Ra.

381 and extension springs 6 ( see FIG . 11 ) which are evenly
ment may be transmitted to the extension spring 6 . There

fore , like the situation of the first embodiment, the elastic

supporting strength of the outer drum 3 is changed dramati

cally to enable the natural vibration number to be deviated
and weaken the vibration . It should be noted that at least two
groups of strip - shaped bodies 381 and extension springs 6
are provided , and oppositely arranged around the rotating

shaft Ra serving as a center, thereby achieving the same
effect as mentioned above.
101091. In addition , in a process that the displacement of
the outer drum 3 is transmitted to the extension springs 6

through the displacement transmission unit 308 to enable the
extension springs 6 to extend , and then in a process that the
full lengths of the extension springs 6 are shortened along
with the returning of the outer drum 3 towards the original

position , the inner sides of the strip - shaped bodies 381 slide
on the peripheral surface 32a of the outer drum 3 to generate

friction resistance to also achieve an effect of a damper.

Therefore, through the use of the strip -shaped bodies 381

like that in the present embodiment, the vibration may be
further suppressed .

[0110 ] It should be noted that in the present embodiment,
the spring main body 60 of each extension spring 6 is
described by adopting the spring main body only provided
with the springmember 60x as shown in FIG . 3, but a spring
attenuation apparatus 60y which are described in FIG . 9 , and

main body provided with the spring member 60x and the

a spring main body for imparting the initial tension by using
a limiting shaft body described below according to FIG . 18
also may be adopted together .
Fourth Embodiment
[0111 ] FIG . 14 is a diagram illustrating a variation
example of the above -mentioned second embodiment. In the
above -mentioned second embodiment, the displacement
transmission unit , namely the flexible rope 282 , which is
externally mounted on the spring main body 60 as shown in
FIG . 9 ( a ) is bent, and the spring assembly 206A is connected

Under a condition that the displacement e towards the
horizontal direction of the outer drum 3 is increased to be
greater than the preset specified value , the strip - shaped body

between the main body 2 and the outer drum 3, so that

381 fixed to the corner part 2al opposed to the displacement

members 282.x of the mounting portions 60b mounted at

direction is tightened to transmit the displacement of the

both ends may be configured as non - flexible members by

outer drum 3 to the extension spring 6 . It should be noted

arranging the flexible rope 282 used as the displacement
transmission unit into a position between the spring member

that, in order to transmit the displacement of the outer drum

3 to the extension spring 6 through the tightened strip

60x and the attenuation apparatus 60y , which constitute the

shaped body 381, the above -mentioned specified value used

spring main body 60, of the spring element 206A as shown

as a necessary displacement amount is equivalent to the
clearance E of the first embodiment (see FIG . 2 ).

in (b ) of the same figure and realizing integration . Namely ,

as shown in FIG . 14 , the spring element 206A looking like
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in a non -loosened state may be rectilinearly mounted

tion as shown in FIG . 17 , and has a displacement amount
greater than a specified value, the displacement is transmit

adoption of this structure , within a range that the internal

ted in the following way: the spring element 206A , which is

flexible rope 282 as shown in FIG . 9 (b ) does not extend, the
outer drum 3 is allowed to vibrate to a certain extent. The
spring member 60x and the attenuation apparatus 60y of the

located on a preceding side of the rotating direction , of one
pair of spring elements 206A and 206A constituting the

between the main body 2 and the outer drum 3 . Through the

extension spring 6 start to work when the flexible rope 282
extends.

[0112 ] Through the adoption of this structure, integration
and mounting programs also may be improved .
Fifth Embodiment
[0113 ] FIG . 15 corresponding to FIG . 1 of the above
mentioned first embodiment is a longitudinal section view
of the spring element 206A may be promoted , and operation

illustrating a washing machine 501 according to a fifth
embodiment of the present disclosure . Then , FIG . 16 cor
responds to FIG . 2 ( a ) of the above-mentioned first embodi
ment. Namely , FIG . 16 is a sectional view of a position A - A

spring body 206P is enabled to extend , and the spring

element 206A located on the hysteresis side of the rotating

direction is enabled to retract. The spring main body 60 of

the spring element 206A on the extending side may apply a
force to the outer drum 3 to pull the outer drum 3 back
towards an original position opposite to the displacement.

The spring bodies 206P including such a pair of spring
the rotating shaft Ra in a grouping manner, so that a
elements 206A are arranged at the diagonal positions around

counteracting force for counteracting rotation of the outer

drum 3 towards any one of the left side and the right side

may be applied to weaken the vibration , and the washing and
dewatering drum 4 can operate reliably .

[0118 ]. In addition , for such arrangement of the spring

in FIG . 15 . FIG . 15 is a sectional view of a position B -B in

bodies 206P , under a condition that the outer drum 3 has a

10114 ] The washing machines 501 as shown in FIG . 15

in the second embodiment, and the displacement amount is

and FIG . 16 are the same as the washing machine 1
described in the first embodiment, the second embodiment
and the fourth embodiment except for structures described

mitted in a manner of enabling one pair of spring elements

FIG . 16 .

below , so that same reference numerals are provided for the

same parts, and descriptions are omitted .
[0115 ] The washing machine 501 is not provided with a
member equivalent to the vibration limiting member 81 ( see
FIG . 1) of the first embodiment. The spring elements 206A
including the spring main bodies 60 of the extension springs
6 and the flexible ropes 282 are the same as those in FIG . 14 .
Flanges 536 are integrally arranged at four positions at the
periphery of the outer drum 3 at equal intervals. These
flanges 536 and two closest corners in four corners (corner
parts 2al to 2al) of the main body 2 are respectively
connected through the spring elements 206A between which
the spring main bodies 60 are clamped . The spring main
bodies 60 of the extension springs 6 are provided with spring
members 60x having a preset initial tension, and form the
" spring elements ” 206A through at least one flexible rope
282 constituting the displacement transmission unit (see
FIG . 9 (b )).
[ 0116 ] Furthermore, one end of each spring element 206A
is mounted at each corner part 2al of the main body 2 , and
the other end of the spring element 206A extends towards an
approximate tangential direction and is mounted on one
flange 536 of the outer drum 3 . Namely, two spring elements
206A pairwise extend towards different approximate tan
gential directions relative to the periphery of the outer drum
3 from one corner part 2al. One pair of spring elements
206A forming a spring body 206P is further arranged
opposite to the rotating shaft Ra and located at another
corner part 2al side diagonal to the corner part 2al. At least
this group of spring bodies 206P and 206P form the exten
sion spring 6 . In the present embodiment, one group of
spring bodies 206P and 206P are further arranged between
the corner part 2al of the main body 2 on the other diagonal
and another flange 536 of the outer drum 3 . The total two
groups of spring bodies 206P and 206P form the extension
springs 6 .
[0117 ] Through the adoption of the above -mentioned
structure , under a condition that the outer drum 3 shakes
sharply around the rotating shaft Ra along a rotating direc -

displacement towards the horizontal direction as described

greater than the specified value, the displacement is trans

206A which is connected to the far side of the outer drum 3
one pair of spring elements 206A which is connected to the

and constitutes the spring body 206P to extend and enabling

close side of the outer drum 3 and constitutes the spring
body 206P to retract, so that the spring main bodies 60 of the

spring elements 206A on the extending side may apply the

force to the outer drum 3 to pull the outer drum 3 back to the

original position opposite to the displacement, and driving at
the resonance point may be avoided .
10119 ]. Then , in the present embodiment, since two groups
of such spring bodies 206P are also arranged at other
diagonal positions, the vibration attenuation effect can be
further enhanced .

[0120 ] It should be noted that in the present embodiment ,

although the extension springs 6 adopt the springs having
the attenuation function as shown in FIG . 9 , particularly
springs provided with built -in limiting ropes 282 as shown

in (b ) of the same figure, the spring types as shown in (a ) of
springs only composed of the spring members 60.x as shown

the same figure also may be adopted . Furthermore, the
in FIG . 3 may be adopted .

[0121] Then , in above embodiments, for the initial tension
of the spring main bodies 60 of the extension springs,
limiting shaft bodies as shown in FIG . 18 also may be

adopted . The limiting shaft bodies 72 are arranged inside the
extension springs 6 as shown in the figure along the long
side directions of the extension springs 6 .

[0122 ] FIG . 18 is a sectional view illustrating an example
of adopting a pressurization setting unit 7 to impart the

initial tension of the extension springs 6 . Specifically, FIG .
18 (a ) is a diagram illustrating a situation that the extension
spring 6 has a natural length L . Furthermore , FIG . 18 ( b ) is

a diagram illustrating a state that a pressure Fp constituting

the initial tension is applied to both ends of the extension

spring 6 to enable the extension spring 6 to extend only by

AL and keep this length .

[0123 ] Each limiting shaft body 72 is inserted into one

extension spring 6 , so that a relative position between

circular plate portions 71a and 71a of spring end limiting

parts 71 and 71 is limited through the limiting shaft body 72 .
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In this way, the extension spring 6 is maintained in such a
state that the initial tension Fp is applied through the spring
end limiting parts 71 and 71 and the extension spring 6 only
extends by AL from the natural length L . Namely , the spring
end limiting parts 71 and 71 and the limiting shaft body 72
form the pressurization setting unit 7 for setting the initial

tension Fp for the extension spring 6 to exert the function .

10124 ] FIG . 18 ( c ) is a diagram illustrating a state that the

extension spring 6 further extends from the state as shown

in FIG . 18 (b ). As shown in the figure, under a condition that
pressure Fp to both ends of the extension spring 6 , the

the pressurization setting unit 7 applies a force exceeding the
extension spring 6 extends. Namely , the pressurization set

ting unit 7 limits a deformation towards a direction which
becomes shorter on a basis of a state with a set pressure Fp

while allowing the extension spring 6 to deform towards the
extension direction ,

[0125 ] Since the displacement of the outer drum 3 is

transmitted to the extension spring 6 , when the extension

[0141 ]
[0142 ]
[0143]
[0144 ]
[0145 ]
[0146 ]
[0147 ]
[0148 ]
[0149 ]

8, 208 , 308 : displacement transmission unit;
34 : motor,
60 : spring main body;
60x: spring member;
60y: attenuation apparatus;
82 : flexible rope ;
101: washing machine;
206A : spring element;
206P : spring body ;
10150 282 : flexible rope ;
[0151 ] 301, 401 , 501 : washing machine ;
10152 ) Fp : initial tension ;
[0153] Ra : rotating shaft.
What is claimed is:
1 . A washing machine , comprising :
a main body having an internal space ;
an outer drum arranged in the internal space of the main
body;

spring 6 slightly extends on the basis of the set pressure ,
limitation of the pressurization setting unit 7 is released .

an inner drum arranged inside the outer drum and sup

Therefore , the force which is borne by the spring member of
the extension spring and is equal to the initial tension Fp acts
on both ends of the extension spring 6 , and the force for

a motor disposed on the outer drum and capable of
enabling the inner drum to rotate ;
a plurality of elastic supporting units for elastically sup
porting the outer drum to the main body ;
a plurality of extension springs arranged between the
outer drum and the main body and capable of applying
a counteracting force to the outer drum to enable the
outer drum to return to an original position when a
displacement of the outer drum is transmitted to the
extension springs ; and
a displacement transmission unit capable of transmitting
the displacement of the outer drum to the extension
springs only when the displacement of the outer drum
is larger than a specified value,

pulling the outer drum 3 back to the original position

opposite to the displacement may be applied to the outer
drum 3 through the vibration limiting member 81.

[0126 ] The above describes embodiments of the present

disclosure , but specific structures of all the parts are not

limited to the above -mentioned embodiments.
[0127 ] For example, although the attenuation apparatuses

60y are arranged in the spring main bodies 60 in the

above -mentioned embodiments , the attenuation apparatuses

60y may be also disposed outside the spring main bodies 60 .
0128 ] In addition , in above embodiments, the outer drum
3 is configured to take the inner drum supported inside as the

ported in a free rotation manner;

washing and dewatering drum 4 , while the present disclo

wherein the extension springs have a preset initial tension .

sure may be well applied under a condition of requiring the
inner drum to rotate at the high speed . Even if the inner drum

the extension springs comprise at least one group of

is only used as a washing drum or a dewatering drum , the
above -mentioned structure is also applicable .
[0129] In addition , in above embodiments , the axial direc
tion of the outer drum 3 is set to be a vertical direction .

each of the spring bodies is formed by combining a pair

However, even if the axial direction is a slantways upward

direction , the outer drum 3 is also applicable to the present
disclosure . In addition , the present disclosure also may
achieve the sameeffects as mentioned above even for a drum

2 . The washing machine according to claim 1, wherein
spring bodies arranged in a manner of being in axial
symmetry about a rotating shaft of the inner drum ;
of spring elements ; each of the spring elements com

prises a spring main body having the preset initial
tension and at least one flexible rope constituting the
displacement transmission unit ; and
one end of each of the spring elements of each of the

outer drum 3 is the horizontal direction .

spring bodies is mounted at a corner part of the main
body , and the other end of each spring elements is fixed

tionswithout departing from the scope of the technical spirit

outer drum .

type washing machine in which the axial direction of the

[ 0130 ] Other structures may be subjected to various varia

of the present disclosure .

REFERENCE NUMERALS IN THE DRAWINGS
[0131] 1 : washing machine;
10132 ] 2 : main body ;

[0133] 2a : internal space ;
(0134 ] 2al: corner part;

[0135 ] 3 : outer drum ;
[0136 ] 4 : washing and dewatering drum (inner drum )
[0137] 5 : elastic supporting unit;

[0138 ] 6 : extension spring;

[0139 ] 6A : spring element;
[0140 ] 7: pressurization setting unit ;

in a different approximate tangential direction of the

3. A washing machine, comprising:
a main body having an internal space ;

an outer drum arranged in the internal space of the main
body ;

an inner drum arranged inside the outer drum and sup
ported in a free rotation manner ;

a motor disposed on the outer drum and capable of

enabling the inner drum to rotate ;
a plurality of elastic supporting units for elastically sup
porting the outer drum to the main body ;
a plurality of extension springs arranged between the

outer drum and the main body and capable of applying
a counteracting force to the outer drum to enable the
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outer drum to return to an original position when a

displacement of the outer drum is transmitted to the

extension springs ;
a displacement transmission unit capable of transmitting
the displacement of the outer drum to the extension

springs only when the displacement of the outer drum

is larger than a specified value ; and

a plurality of attenuation apparatuses for attenuating the

displacement transmitted by the displacement transmis

sion unit,
wherein the extension springs have a preset initial tension .

4 . The washing machine according to claim 3 , wherein

the extension springs comprise at least one group of

spring bodies arranged in a manner of being in axial
symmetry about a rotating shaft of the inner drum ;
each of the spring bodies is formed by combining a pair

of spring elements; each of the spring elements com

prises a spring main body having the preset initial

tension and at least one flexible rope constituting each

displacement transmission unit; and
one end of each of the spring elements of each of the

spring bodies is mounted at a corner part of the main

body , and the other end of the each of the spring

elements is fixed in a different approximate tangential

direction of the outer drum .
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